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Be novel.
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improve the manuscript. This is secondary to the other functions, however, and referees should not feel obliged to
provide detailed, constructive advice to the authors of papers that do not meet the criteria for the journal (as outlined
in the letter from the editor when asking for the review). If the reviewer believes that a manuscript would not be
suitable for publication, his/her report to the author should be as brief as is consistent with enabling the author to
understand the reason for the decision.
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peer-review process. As in all publishing decisions, the ultimate decision as to whether to publish is the
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Publishing Ethics
Ethical standards for publication exist to ensure high-quality scientific publications, public trust in scientific
findings, and that people receive credit for their ideas. It is important to avoid:
Data fabrication and falsification:
Data fabrication means that the researcher did not actually perform the study but instead made up data. Data
falsification means that the researcher did the experiment, but then changed some of the data. Both of these practices
make people distrust scientists. If the public is mistrustful of science, then it will be less willing to provide funding
support.
Plagiarism:
Taking the ideas and work of others without giving them credit is unfair and dishonest. Copying even from one
sentence from someone else’s manuscript, or even one of your own that has previously been published, without
proper citation is considered plagiarism—use your own words instead.
Multiple submissions:
It is unethical to submit the same manuscript to more than one journal at the same time. Doing this wastes the time
of editors and peer reviewers, and can damage the reputation of journals if published in more than one.
Redundant publications (or ‘salami’ publications):
This means publishing many very similar manuscripts based on the same experiment. It can make readers less likely
to pay attention to your manuscripts.
Improper author contribution or attribution:
All of the listed authors must have made a significant scientific contribution to the research in the manuscript and
have approved all its claims. Do not forget to list everyone who made a significant scientific contribution, including
students and laboratory technicians.
Instructions for Authors
Authors, regarding Manuscript Submission
1. Manuscript Submission
1.1. According to the requirements listed below, the author(s) should submit the manuscript (English language only)
accompanied by cover documents. We accept the articles from no more than 4 authors.
1.2. A manuscript and cover documents should be submitted in electronic format.
1.3. Cover documents accompanying the manuscript submission should include all of the authors' names and
affiliations.
2. Preparation of Manuscripts
2.1. Authors should submit manuscripts to the editorial office in accordance with the manuscript format
requirements, listed in Annex 1.
2.2. Manuscripts should conform to the structure, outlined in Annex 2 (Authors' full names, place of employment,
positions, academic degree, academic rank, title, abstract and keywords in English, e-mail address).
2.3. The bibliographic list should appear at the end of a manuscript.
2.4. Submitted manuscripts undergo review.
2.5. After getting a positive review, the Editorial Board will inform authors that their manuscript has been accepted
for publication and what changes or supplements should be made according to the reviewers’ and editors’
comments. If a manuscript is not accepted for publication, the Editorial Board will send the author the reason for
refusal.
2.6. Authors are responsible for the reliability of any facts, quotations, statistical and sociological data, proper and
geographical names and other statements made in their work. The Editorial Board reserves the right to edit all
manuscripts. The Editorial Board can publish manuscripts without sharing the author's point of view (further
discussed).
2.7. A maximum two articles by one author can be published in one issue.
2.8. Free online issues of the journal, abstracts, keywords, and authors' names and details in English are available
online on the journal’s official site.
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3. Submitting Manuscripts to the Journal: An electronic version of the manuscript and scanned cover documents
(jpeg format) should be submitted by e-mail tina5@rambler.ru.
Dear authors, in order to save your time, please observe the manuscript format requirements.
Annex 1
Manuscript Format Guidelines.
Manuscripts should be submitted by e-mail tina5@rambler.ru and should have the following format: · Manuscript
length limit is 10 - 24 A4-size pages. · Page margins: all margins set to 2cm. · All submitted material must be in a
Microsoft Word format. · A manuscript must be typewritten with 1.0 line spacing using Times New Roman and 12
pt font size · Avoid adding bold or italics in your manuscript. · Indent the first line of each paragraph 1 cm. · If you
need to insert any complicated formulas then it is best to use Microsoft Equation 3.0, included in Microsoft Word ·
Center formulas in columns without indentation, use parenthesis for their serial numbers and place them in the
column (on the page) using right page alignment. A single formula should not be numbered. No extra space should
be put between formulas and text. · References to formulas in the body of the text should be placed in parentheses
(1), references to literary sources should be placed in brackets (1). · The bibliographic list (10 pt) should be placed
at the end of a manuscript in the alphabet order. A manuscript should include Universal Decimal Classification, the
title, the authors' full names, academic or professional affiliation, position, the name of the organization, an abstract
(0.5 pages, 200 words) and keywords (10 words), and e-mail address. Guidelines for Graphics: · Vector pictures
should be in Corel Draw 11.0 or in MS Office 97, 98, 2000 or 2007. · Place graphs, pictures and photos into the
body of the text after their first mention in the most suitable way. · Legends (14pt, body type) should be placed: below the pictures, at the center of the page after the word pic. with a serial number (14pt, body type); - above the
table using right page alignment, after the word Table with a serial number (14pt, body type). A single picture or
table should not be numbered.
Annex 2
Manuscript Structure: Classification of Occupation and its code, Universal Decimal Classification
http://teacode.com/online/udc/, TITLE, author’s full name, author’s details: organization, city, country, place of
study/ employment, year of study/position, academic degree, academic rank, business/home address (in English), email address, abstract in 0.5 page, 200 words, keywords – up to 10 words. Manuscript. Footnotes.
We welcome manuscripts from PhD or Doctoral degree students.

Example
Media Literacy Competence
Ben N. Oldman a , *
a
Green University, Brazil
Green place, Ber, 119991.
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Corresponding author
E-mail addresses: oldmаn@green.edu (B.N. Oldman)
Abstract. 200 words
Keywords: 10 words
1. Introduction
Media competency is the result, as anticipated, of the convergence of the audio-visual
concepts, communication media competency, digital competency, informational competency,
and audiovisual competency, among others all (Buckingham, 2007: 43-45). …
2. Materials and methods
The main sources for writing this article became the materials of the journal publications
and archives. The study used the basic methods of cognition: the problem-chronological,
historical and situational, systemic and the comparative method. Author's arguments are based
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on problem-chronological approach. The use of historical and situational method allows to
reproduce assessment approach to the problem of the media literacy education. Comparative
method defines the difference in views on actual international media literacy situation. A
systematic method does achieve a variety of disciplines accessible and comparable, as present is
determined by the past and the future - by the present and the past.
3. Discussion
The Digital Competence Framework for Citizens, known also as DigComp (Kluzer,
Rissola, 2015: 2-4), was published in 2013 by the European Commission as ...
4. Results
5. Conclusions
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